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Black Couple White Cuckold
This series contains: CuckoldingInterracial ScenesGroup ScenesMFM and FMF and MMF experiencesFertile Hotwife
Fun"Idle hands are the devil's playthings."An old saying that was never more true.Greg's career has taken off and he's
finally able to let his wife Liana retire. She's relieved and grateful and settles into the relaxed routine of being a
housewife. While she's out and about on her carefree days she notices all the looks she gets from the men around town.
She tries to stay loyal to her husband but her inner slut is awakened and it isn't too long before they both discover that
they need the excitement that can only be provided by bigger, stronger, and blacker men.
Professor Gail Dines has written about and researched the porn industry for over two decades. She attends industry
conferences, interviews producers and performers, and speaks to hundreds of men and women each year about their
experience with porn. Students and educators describe her work as “life changing.” In Pornland—the culmination of her
life’s work—Dines takes an unflinching look at porn and its affect on our lives. Astonishingly, the average age of first
viewing porn is now 11.5 years for boys, and with the advent of the Internet, it’s no surprise that young people are
consuming more porn than ever. But, as Dines shows, today’s porn is strikingly different from yesterday’s Playboy. As
porn culture has become absorbed into pop culture, a new wave of entrepreneurs are creating porn that is even more
hard-core, violent, sexist, and racist. To differentiate their products in a glutted market, producers have created profitable
niche products—like teen sex, torture porn, and gonzo—in order to entice a generation of desensitized users. Going from
the backstreets to Wall Street, Dines traces the extensive money trail behind this multibillion-dollar industry—one that
reaps more profits than the film and music industries combined. Like Big Tobacco—with its powerful lobbying groups and
sophisticated business practices—porn companies don’t simply sell products. Rather they influence legislators, partner
with mainstream media, and develop new technologies like streaming video for cell phones. Proving that this assembly
line of content is actually limiting our sexual freedom, Dines argues that porn’s omnipresence has become a public
health concern we can no longer ignore.
(36,000 words + alternate ending, male point of view) I didn’t mean to start showing off my wife. But the way the local
men stared at her, undressing her with their eyes…I couldn’t help it. I was overjoyed when she went along with my game,
pretending to be single and flirting with the local men. All my fantasies were coming true… But when we met Jaric,
everything changed. He wasn’t satisfied with just looking and flirting. He wanted to take her body to the limits of
pleasure, right in front of me. The question was: how far would I let her go?
A daring collaboration among scholars, Black Sexual Economies challenges thinking that sees black sexualities as a
threat to normative ideas about sexuality, the family, and the nation. The essays highlight alternative and deviant gender
and sexual identities, performances, and communities, and spotlights the sexual labor, sexual economy, and sexual
agency to black social life. Throughout, the writers reveal the lives, everyday negotiations, and cultural or aesthetic
interventions of black gender and sexual minorities while analyzing the systems and beliefs that structure the possibilities
that exist for all black sexualities. They also confront the mechanisms of domination and subordination attached to the
political and socioeconomic forces, cultural productions, and academic work that interact with the energies at the nexus
of sexuality and race.Contributors: Marlon M. Bailey, Lia T. Bascomb, Felice Blake, Darius Bost, Ariane Cruz, Adrienne
D. Davis, Pierre Dominguez, David B. Green Jr., Jillian Hernandez, Cheryl D. Hicks, Xavier Livermon, Jeffrey McCune,
Mireille Miller-Young, Angelique Nixon, Shana L. Redmond, Matt Richardson, L. H. Stallings, Anya M. Wallace, and Erica
Lorraine Williams
From using crackpot psychics to cutting-edge forensics, Arthur Bryant and John May are famous for their maddeningly
unorthodox approach to solving crimes that the ordinary police cannot. Now Christopher Fowler, “a new master of the
classical detective story,”* brings back crime detection’s oddest—and oldest—couple to solve the ultimate locked room
mystery. It’s an “impossible” crime—a member of the Peculiar Crimes Unit killed inside a locked autopsy room populated
only by the dead and to which only four PCU members had a key. And to make matters worse, the Unit has been shut
down for a forced “vacation” and Bryant and May are stuck in a van miles away in the Dartmoor countryside during a
freak snowstorm on their way to a convention of psychics. Now, with Sergeant Janice Longbright in charge at
headquarters, Bryant and May must crack the case by cell phone while trying to stop a second murder without freezing to
death. For among the line of snowed-in vehicles, a killer is on the prowl, a beautiful woman is on the run from a man who
seeks either redemption or another victim, and an innocent child is caught in the middle. Weaving together two
electrifying cases, White Corridor is an unforgettable triumph—by turns hilarious and harrowing—as two of detective
fiction’s most marvelous characters confront one of human nature’s darkest mysteries: the ability to deceive, deny, and
destroy.
Interracial Ceremony Club - Part 1Erotic Journey of White Couple to Cuckold
The ebook edition of this title is Open Access, thanks to Knowledge Unlatched funding, and freely available to read
online. Drawing on ethnographic research and interviews,this book provides an insight into the development of the
manosphere, and the extent to which the influence and philosophy of incel is penetrating mainstream culture.
Jenny has a well-endowed labia and a large, wide genitalia. After years of disappointment with lovers whose smaller size
can't give her pleasure, she discovers the world of casual encounters personal ads, and finds satisfaction as a "size
queen."
From Kiki Ryder, the freshest new author to hit the erotic and fantasy romance scene. Sexual Reparations explores the
deep seated guilt of Emily and Dan, a white suburban couple who have completely bought into the ideology that white
people people are responsible for the sufferings of others and owe some form of restitution. Things begin with them doing
their part in being vocal and physically participating in rallies, when they eventually encounter some young black men
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who share the same ideology. Except they're not waiting for political actions and demand their payment now. Payment
being the complete sexual submission of Emily and the emasculation of Dan. Through their physical presence, shaming
and playing on her guilt they separate her from Dan and take what they want. After being used, Emily is torn between
extreme arousal, wanting more and shame, plus not knowing what her partner Dan will say once she returns to him. One
thing is for sure, nothing will ever be the same.
The complete Queen of Spades collection! When Jennifer and Percy first accepted an invitation to the mysterious Black
and White Club, they had no idea that it would change their lives forever. This collection includes the entire Queen of
Spades series:The Black and White ClubHer Black MasterCrown for the QueenThe Royal TreatmentThe Owned Hotwife
110,000+ words of sizzling hot interracial cuckold action!
Thomas's wife April dipped more than just her toe into the hotwife lifestyle in "Introducing April," and now she's going to
get an offer from one of Lilith's clients that's hard to believe, and hard to refuse. Thomas has a chance to get his wildest
fantasies enacted... but will April slip out of his control if they take things this far?
Amy accidentally stumbled upon her husband's secret stash of adult videos and is confused by some of the titles. There's
a constant reference to an acronym, BBC, and a word she's not familiar with, cuckold. She decides to try watching one
and is stunned to see it's an amateur film with a white woman and a well hung black man... with the white woman's
husband filming! She's stunned and yet enthralled by the footage, and doesn't realize when her husband walks in. An
awkward silence fills the air before Amy questions her husband on exactly what the footage is. He meekly responds to
her, admitting that its his fantasy to see her with a black man, like in the amateur movie. Amy struggles to understand her
husband's fantasy but as she glances at the paused footage, she feels her body growing warm at the sight of the black
man's impressive member. Amy agrees to fulfill her husband's fantasy and immediately loads a hookup app on her
phone. Her husband, Ryan, is nervous at first but once the married couple meets Tyrone on the app, he gets excited.
Amy agrees to meet Tyrone at a bar in a seedy neighborhood and Ryan follows along. The two have quite the wild night
at the bar...
Wife wants a baby a black man is just right for the job.white submissive couple become slaves to a black man
Do you want to read about sexy white women discovering new heights of pleasure in the arms of huge ebony studs?
Wish you could try how incredible are the orgasms with black well-endowed men? You just found the right book to satisfy
your sexual fantasies... This is a collection of stories about white women who would never think of sleeping with black
men until unforeseeable circumstances change their minds. At least temporarily. And then they found out that... Black is
definitely better...
She had the perfect marriage, almost. When Emily's husband first told her an old college buddy would be staying, at first
she was dead against the idea. After all, they're trying for a baby and the last thing she needs is some stranger the other
side of the paper-thin walls. However, after a chance encounter with the seductive Andre, things soon change. He's
charming, he's large, and he's very black. Emily tries her hardest to fight her ever-growing curiosity, she's a good wife,
after all, but Andre's only in town for a week opening a new gym franchise. However, when circumstances conspire to
bring them together, will she be strong enough to resist? Warning: This novella contains themes of interracial adultery,
specifically white wives breeding with black men. Please don't read if these topics cause offense.
The complete Hotwife Island collection! When Jason and his wife Vicky decide to take a vacation to work on their
unfulfilling marriage, they had no idea their lives will be changing forever. Vicky falls for the sexy black billionaire Antoine
Moreau, and they all find themselves embarking together on a journey of erotic discovery that pushes them to their very
limits. This collection includes the entire Hotwife Island series:Hotwife IslandHotwife in BondageHotwives' Ball 52,000+
words of sizzling hot interracial cuckold action!
“Oh my god he’s so big honey!” A huge bundle of hot and steamy cuckold erotica full books! These hotwives are getting
stretched by the black bulls they have only just met!! And what’s more, they to make their pathetic husbands watch!
Contains: Watch Me Take His Black Meat, Honey! You’re Too Small To Make Me Squirt Stretched in front of her
husband Bossed He’s So Much Bigger Than You From Wife to Slutwife Made to Watch His Wife From Wife to Slutwife 2
How I cuckolded My Husband The Hotwife’s Addition The Forbidden Priest Spanking and Pounding his Fertile Brat
Master and Brat If You Go Down in the Woods Today
After a botched African military campaign results in a humiliating defeat for the British, astonishing and unprecedented
terms of surrender are imposed. For Captain Sam Cooke, however, it's more personal. After gloating about his model
wife back home the warlord has taken a vow of abstinence until such time as he can seduce the stunning blonde who's
captivated him from thousands of miles away. If that wasn't bad enough, Sam has made yet another terrible mistake and
as punishment, the warlord has planned the most humiliating act of retribution imaginable. Sure enough, following a
nationwide propaganda campaign, it's not long before the first victorious Congolese warriors arrive in the villages and
hamlets of England. One of those warriors goes by the name Mambo Malonga, he's the warlord, and there's only one
English woman he wants. And as a prisoner of war back in the Congo, there's not a thing Sam can do to stop him.
Warning: This book contains themes of interracial adultery, specifically white wives breeding with black men. Please don't
read if these topics cause offense.
This hot bundle pulls together three tales of interracial cuckold romance. One story features a couple finding a big black
man through an app and inviting him to a bar for a wild night. The second story features a couple that decides to get
some room service and gets a lot more than they hoped for. The last features a hot wife and her husband who wants to
watch her with a black man in their bed... Cuckold Nights 1 - At the Bar Amy stumbled upon her husband's secret stash
of adult videos and is confused by some of the titles. There's a constant reference to an acronym, BBC, and a word she's
not familiar with, cuckold. She decides to try watching one and is stunned to see it's an amateur film with a white woman
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and a well hung black man... with the white woman's husband filming! She's stunned and enthralled by the footage, and
doesn't realize when her husband walks in. An awkward silence fills the air before Amy questions her husband on exactly
what the footage is. He meekly responds to her, admitting that its his fantasy to see her with a black man, like in the
amateur movie. Amy struggles to understand her husband's fantasy but as she glances at the paused footage, she feels
her body growing warm at the sight of the black man's impressive member. Amy agrees to fulfill her husband's fantasy
and immediately loads a hookup app on her phone. Her husband is nervous at first but once the married couple meets
Tyrone on the app, he gets excited. Amy agrees to meet Tyrone at a bar in a seedy neighborhood and Ryan follows
along. The two have quite the wild night at the bar... Cuckold Nights 2 - Room Service Rick and Lyn are on a trip to
Jamaica for a long awaited vacation. Rick has been busy at work, getting it ready to go from a bustling private startup to
a stream lined public company. Unfortunately for Lyn, that has meant long, lonely nights and she can't wait to get in bed
with her husband. When they arrive in Jamaica, she can't keep her eyes off the well built statuesque black men wearing
tight briefs on the beach playing volleyball. Rick takes notice but doesn't say a word. Once they reach the hotel, Lyn
pounces on Rick but he's a bit quick... He washes up and steps back out to ask if Lyn is interested in fulfulling a fantasy
of his. She's hesitant at first but asks what it is. When Rick informs her that its to see her with a big black man, she can't
help but say yes, feeling not only frustrated but also wondering if the big packages in the black men's briefs were real...
Cuckold Nights 3 - In Our Bed Carrie and John are in a sexless marriage, and with all the stress John has been going
through, he's been having a hard time getting excited in bed. They visit a doctor and John informs Carrie that the doctor
thinks its mental. Apparently, according to the doctor, John should consider talking through his fantasies with Carrie.
Carrie is interested and immediately asks John what his fantasy is. John is hesitant at first but he finally opens up... He
wants to see her with a black man, in their bed. Most likely some sort of repressed sexual desire from growing up in
Alabama. Even after moving to New York, John thinks the desire must have followed. After a short pause, Carrie agrees
to fulfill John's fantasy. John is stunned but the two begin using a casual dating app to find someone. They find a big
black man to fulfill John's wild interracial cuckold fantasy... Books in the Well Endowed Charity Series also donates all
earnings to well rated charities to help causes that the PEAR Stories authors believe in.
April and Thomas continue on their hotwifing journey, with another thoroughly indecent, but lucrative, proposal from
April's voyeuristic benefactor. But as they stretch the boundaries of their marriage, Thomas senses that he is losing
control: of April's actions, of himself, and of his own dark fantasies. Is his wife the same April he married? Or have they
really gone too far? Worse yet: has April gone too far, all by herself?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE
AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL
EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial
history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about
race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE
OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly •
Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal •
Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the
most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for understanding our
nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us
all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and,
today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to
live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between
the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates
shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from
his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully
woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me
clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
white Husband turn wife over to their handsome black neighbor, erotic interracial cuckold story.
A tale of wifely authority and cuckolding, as one young wife - with the help of man-hating stepmother - turns her
handsome and proud husband into not just her flunky but the sexual and domestic chattel of her powerful black lover's
equally powerful black wife. A powerful black white man who wants the white husband on a PERMANENT basis. Exotic
female led fiction from Clarice Darling.
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners through an entire day in
1904. Captivating experimental techniques range from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
Brings critical insights to the reality of porn and what it can tell us about ourselves sexually, culturally, and economically.
Divided into two sections, this book covers important debates on the topic and traces the evolution of pornographic film,
including comparing its development to that of Hollywood cinema.
From gender issues in Desperate Housewives, to race in Ugly Betty, gender biases in video games, and portrayals of the
American family in Extreme Makeover, to analyzes of new genres like fandom and social media - no other book is so
successful in engaging students in critical media scholarship. By encouraging students to critically analyze those media
they already interact with for pleasure, and by editing the articles, Gail Dines and Jean Humez are able to make
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sophisticated concepts and theories accessible and interesting to undergraduate students.
Zoe is a fresh-faced, adventure-loving young woman who has married her soulmate and settled down. Maybe married
life, a steady paycheck, and living in the "right" part of town haven't turned out quite like she expected, but she's happy
with what she has. She loves her husband, and even indulges him in a hotwife fantasy that she really doesn't understand
- just pretending, but that's all he really wants her to do, right? In a chance encounter with someone from her past, Zoe
opens up to the idea of indulging Josh's hotwife fantasy with more... realism. Lucky for Josh, she's stumbled on to an
older man, which is an aspect of his fantasy he never dared to share with her. It looks like they might have stumbled on
the perfect infusion for their marriage: adventure for Zoe, and a touch of darkness for Josh. But Zoe's choice of man
comes with greater complications than she - or Josh - anticipated. Older men come with older passions, and more
experience getting what they want. Did Zoe open up her marriage, or a Pandora's Box?
Before the Internet became widely known as a global tool for terrorists, one perceptive U.S. citizen recognized its
ominous potential. Armed with clear evidence of computer espionage, he began a highly personal quest to expose a
hidden network of spies that threatened national security. But would the authorities back him up? Cliff Stoll's dramatic
firsthand account is "a computer-age detective story, instantly fascinating [and] astonishingly gripping" (Smithsonian).
Cliff Stoll was an astronomer turned systems manager at Lawrence Berkeley Lab when a 75-cent accounting error
alerted him to the presence of an unauthorized user on his system. The hacker's code name was "Hunter"—a mysterious
invader who managed to break into U.S. computer systems and steal sensitive military and security information. Stoll
began a one-man hunt of his own: spying on the spy. It was a dangerous game of deception, broken codes, satellites,
and missile bases—a one-man sting operation that finally gained the attention of the CIA . . . and ultimately trapped an
international spy ring fueled by cash, cocaine, and the KGB.
Cuckolds have to be good for something, right?Raven Merlot and Rod Fetcher are back with 10 more stories of
cuckolded husbands and liberated hotwives. This bundle has story after story of cuckold husbands learning that they
must not only be submissive to their wives, but to the bigger, better men that their wives prefer. These stories combine
the joy of cuckolding with the sublime exploration of one's sexuality. This bundle includes stories of university
experiments, rural English pagan festivals, and diplomatic incidents! But no matter how these cuckolds end up on their
knees they know what to do when they get there.;)Included in this box set are: All The WayMay Day CelebrationsDream
TimeMMF with the MMAWorking Overtime and Twice as HardGiving it all he's got!Who is he jealous of?Someone to
watch over usA Night at the TheaterDiplomacy
These humiliated husbands will have to watch their wives having the time of their life with another man right in front of
them! Cucking My Husband Being stood up by her inattentive husband yet again is too much for Jenny to take, and she
decides to get drunk at the hotel bar where they were supposed to meet. Her plans change when a couple of men come
in and mistake her for an escort. She decides not to correct them... and finds herself getting the attention she wants from
the black, white and well hung men. Bred By The Doctor Sam and Carla have tried everything to get pregnant, even
resorting to artificial insemination. Nothing seems to work, and the doctor is stymied to figure out what is wrong. A new
nurse sees their plight, and mentions a new radical therapy that might work for the couple. They are beside themselves
with worry over never having a family, and they are desperate to try just about anything. Soon they're being impregnated
by the doctor in a way they never thought possible... This story involves graphic themes of a husband being cuckolded
and forced to watch his wife being impregnated by another man! Making My Husband Watch At a house party Cindy and
Scott have a few too many drinks, and find themselves doing things they never thought they would. Scott has always had
a fantasy of Cindy cuckolding him, but it’s been a long time since he’s even acknowledged those feelings since he
doesn’t think she would go along with it. However when they start playing the drinking game Never Have I Ever and the
question gets asked “Have you ever been with a black man?” Cindy shocks Scott with her blunt answer, saying she's
always longed to have sex with a black man. Jamal loudly asks her if she wants too, and Scott is just drunk enough to
suggest that Cindy give it a shot. Scott never thinks she’ll do it but to his shock she gets down on her knees right then
and there to allow herself to be used and stretched out by Jamal in every way possible in front of the entire party. The
only question is, will Sarah find out her husbands dirty little secret or will Desiree get her cake and eat it too?
"One of the best books written about interracial relationships to date. . . . Childs offers a sophisticated and insightful
analysis of the social and ideological context of black-white interracial relationships."—Heather Dalmage, author Tripping
on the Color Line "A pioneering project that thoroughly analyzes interracial marriage in contemporary America."—Eduardo
Bonilla-Silva, author of Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the United
States Is love color-blind, or at least becoming increasingly so? Today’s popular rhetoric and evidence of more
interracial couples than ever might suggest that it is. But is it the idea of racially mixed relationships that we are growing
to accept or is it the reality? What is the actual experience of individuals in these partnerships as they navigate their way
through public spheres and intermingle in small, close-knit communities? In Navigating Interracial Borders, Erica Chito
Childs explores the social worlds of black-white interracial couples and examines the ways that collective attitudes shape
private relationships. Drawing on personal accounts, in-depth interviews, focus group responses, and cultural analysis of
media sources, she provides compelling evidence that sizable opposition still exists toward black-white unions.
Disapproval is merely being expressed in more subtle, color-blind terms. Childs reveals that frequently the same
individuals who attest in surveys that they approve of interracial dating will also list various reasons why they and their
families wouldn’t, shouldn’t, and couldn’t marry someone of another race. Even college students, who are heralded as
racially tolerant and open-minded, do not view interracial couples as acceptable when those partnerships move beyond
the point of casual dating. Popular films, Internet images, and pornography also continue to reinforce the idea that sexual
relations between blacks and whites are deviant. Well-researched, candidly written, and enriched with personal
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narratives, Navigating Interracial Borders offers important new insights into the still fraught racial hierarchies of
contemporary society in the United States.
"During recession crisis in 2008, John loses his Job and ended up moving to his sister house in Black neighborhood
along with his white wife and 2 teen daughters.Little he knows that his evil sister plans to take her revenge by taking him
and his family to Ceremony Club where white couples get converted into Cuckold couples by Black Masters and
Mistresses."This 9200+ word erotic short is the second part of the exciting new serial "Interracial Ceremony Club" by Lisa
Carroll.*Please Note: This is an interracial, multicultural erotic romance or romance erotica. This ebook is considered
romance erotica and contains explicit language, explicit sex scenes, spankings, BDSM and more. If such material offends
you, please don't buy this book. This book is a complete work of fantasy fiction. It is NOT suitable or recommended for
anyone under the age of 18 years of age.
"During recession crisis in 2008, John loses his Job and ended up moving to his sister house in Black neighborhood along with his
white wife and 2 teen daughters.Little he knows that his evil sister plans to take her revenge by taking him and his family to
Ceremony Club where white couples get converted into Cuckold couples by Black Masters and Mistresses."This 8000 word erotic
short is the first part of the exciting new serial "Interracial Ceremony Club" by Lisa Carroll.*Please Note: This is an interracial,
multicultural erotic romance or romance erotica. This ebook is considered romance erotica and contains explicit language, explicit
sex scenes, spankings, BDSM and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book. This book is a complete work of
fantasy fiction. It is NOT suitable or recommended for anyone under the age of 18 years of age.
Businessman and family man Frank’s life took a wicked turn when the fetish games he played with his wife Ashley reached new
levels. Ashley put husband Frank, now sissy Fluffy, in chastity and made him her feminized sissy maid. Mistress Ashley began an
affair with Fluffy’s black Alpha Male boss, Master Bill, who soon moved in and took over Fluffy’s family. At work, sissy Fluffy was
demoted to Office Slut and his job given to his former assistant, Darlene. From the bedroom to the boardroom, sissy Fluffy served
Mistress, Master and former colleagues. It was all part of the carefully choreographed…Sissy Fluffy’s Downfall. From the Author:
BLACK OWNED: Sissy Fluffy’s Downfall is the latest of my interracial-themed BDSM books. While this genre is the best-selling of
all my fetish works, this content is not for everyone. Really, my darlings, if you are not into male chastity, forced feminization,
cuckolding, female domination, humiliation and interracial content, please shop for something else. Romance Divine, as well as
many other publishers, have a plethora of fetish genres to choose from, so please do find what you feel comfortable with. Please
enjoy: BLACK OWNED: Sissy Fluffy’s Downfall Constance Pennington Smythe 2015
White girls have fun when they let their hair down. In these stories, you’ll read about threesomes and moresomes involving sexy
black couples who want to take a walk on the wild side. Snow Bunny Surprise: Most guys get a new shirt or a gift card for their
birthday. Katrina, being the excellent girlfriend that she is, brings home another girl to show her man that she loves him. Her best
friend Rachel is a sexy white girl with red hair, who loves girls just as much as she likes guys. They take turns sucking and licking
her man, before doing the same to each other and taking a pounding for the ages! Sexy Vanilla Filling: Mary gets an eyeful from
the other end of the shower curtain... When getting ready for the club, Bruce and Janet, the sexiest black couple she knows, come
into the bathroom and get a little raunchy. Mary gets turned on beyond belief watching her friend Janet get taken from behind by
the biggest black shaft she's seen in her life. Will she come from behind the shower to get a taste of their chocolate? Read on!
WARNING! This story will turn you on and make you want to touch yourself. Be prepared for nearly 3,200 words of interracial
erotica, sucking, licking, doggystyle, self pleasure, money shots and plenty of ww/bm and ww/bw deliciousness! bwwm, bwwm
erotica, bwwm erotic romance, bwwm romance, bw wm erotica, bw wm, bw wm romance, bw/wm, bw/wm erotica, bw/wm erotic
romance, bw/wm romance, ebony erotica, ebony romance, interracial, interracial erotica, interracial erotic romance, interracial
romance, interracial sex, billionaire sex, ebony, ebony erotica, ebony erotic romance, ebony romance, ebony sex, black, black
erotica, black erotic romance, black romance, black sex, interracial, interracial erotica, interracial erotic romance, interracial
romance, interracial sex, billionaire sex, ebony, ebony erotica, ebony erotic romance, ebony romance, ebony sex, black, black
erotica, black erotic romance, black romance, black sex, bwwm, bwwm erotica, bwwm romance, bw wm erotic romance, bw wm
erotica, bw wm romance, bw wm erotic romance, interracial, interracial erotica, interracial erotic romance, interracial romance,
interracial sex, billionaire sex, ebony, ebony erotica, ebony erotic romance, ebony romance, ebony sex, black, black erotica, black
erotic romance, black romance, black sex, ww/bm, wwbm, wwbm erotica, wwbm romance, wwbm erotic romance, ww bm erotica,
ww bm romance, ww bm erotic romance, ww/bm, ww bm, ww/bm erotica, ww/bm erotic romance, ww/bm romance, cuckold,
cuckolding, bbc, domination and submission, dominant man, alpha male, BDSM, BDSM erotica, spanking, erotic romance, white
female, mistress, mistress erotica, 69, oral sex, dominance, submissive woman, submissive female, spanking, spanking erotica,
spank, spank erotica, humiliation,
Taking a black man to bed is the ultimate kink for white wives. It’s supposedly forbidden, taboo, erotic, yet more and more white
women are sampling the taste of dark chocolate every single day. The women in these five red-hot tales of lust and passion can
confirm that black lovers are better in every way, so give in to your darkest temptations… This collection contains explicit scenes of
erotica and is not suitable for minors.
Married Couple Explore A New Form Of Counselling To Re-ignite Their Passion! Mellanie and Drew are keen to reignite the
fizzling passion in the bedroom. The faithful husband has been enlisting an expensive counselor to help the married couple
reignite the passion between the sheets. An innocent comment introducing another man into their life sparks a much needed fire
between the two. The beautiful wife and confident husband embark on a journey that will forever change their life…….. This 7,500
prologue introduces Mallanie and Drew as they embark on the ultimate rollercoaster adventure a married couple can take Hotwife
Sharing Fantasy is a three part romance chronicling the journey of a endearing married couple keen on spicing up their lives!
?Keywords: Wife swap, Polyamory, Voyeur, Hotwife, Wife Sharing, Cuckold, Adultery
Thomas is an average guy hitting far above his weight with a glorious, raven-haired, blue-eyed wife. Sure, he has some fantasies
about her, but he knows when he has a good thing, and he knows not to screw it up. April is beautiful and sweet, and definitely not
"that kind of girl." But Thomas is in for a surprise when he meets April's oldest and dearest friend. She's wild, sexual, and sexy...
and intrigued by the idea of converting April's prudish ways. And she has a friend who specializes in introducing "girls like April" to
new... ideas. All that remains is to find out what April is really like, deep - deep - down inside.
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